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BP9000 PRODUCT GOALS

“In regards to precision-design and technical advancement, the BP9000 Series of
component speakers is one of the biggest achievements in Definitive Technology’s
prestigious history.”
							 – The Engineers at Definitive Technology

Definitive Technology built its reputation on the success of the Bipolar Series of
performance floor standing loudspeakers. From the original BP10 introduced in
1990, to the BP9000 Series of today, the evolution of the entire line makes it the
most popular and sought after series in the category.
These new loudspeakers are built to transform your home theater and music listening experience. With four new powered towers and matching center channel and
surround speakers, this fourth generation of the BP Series boasts plenty of new
advancements that make every single day of ownership a marvel to behold.
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FORWARD FOCUSED BIPOLAR ARRAY™ TECHNOLOGY

Our Bipolar speaker technology radiates sound from key drivers placed on the front and rear panels of
the loudspeaker. This technology closely approximates how sound is generated in a natural environment.
It’s why listeners and critics love the spacious, natural imaging, and a sound stage that makes the listening
room as large as the theater, studio or concert hall. Best of all is that Bipolar technology gives everyone in
the room a spectacular listening experience. Listeners are never limited to a single “sweet spot” to enjoy a
large, lush and immersive sound experience.
With all of this in mind, we our aim with the BP9000 Series was to take everything great about our Bipolar
technology and make it better from the ground up.

FORWARD FOCUSED ADVANTAGE
Our Forward Focused Bipolar Array technology addresses how people
use their speaker systems in a home theater system with flat screen TV’s,
often located close to or on the wall of their specific room. Ultimately, it
offers an open, three dimensional soundstage either on or off axis when
the loudspeakers are placed closer to a wall and flanking a flat screen. The
research involves exhaustive experimentation to determine the proper
balance of energy from the front and back arrays. The result was a 6dB
reduction of rear sound output relative to the front for improved image
localization and spaciousness, plus improved room reflections to further
improve vocal clarity that’s critical to both movie and music definition.
But how does this impact vocal clarity overall? All the sound we hear in nature, whether it’s music, movies
or the street that you live on, are a combination of direct and reflected energy. This is essentially what
makes them sound real and tell you from what direction they’re coming. Definitive bipolar technology
optimizes the use of this reflected sound in your listening space rather than being controlled by them.
In Definitive patented Forward Focused Bipolar Array, the rear array output is exactly the same timbre
(tonal balance) as the front speaker array. And though it’s reduced in output by 6dB, it’s the precise
amount our research and critical listening experiments determined to be the ideal ratio.
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These benefits are dramatic. The balance of early and reflected sound create a powerful, precise and
vibrant sound experience for every listener in the room. Perhaps the most compelling experience is that
the wall around the listener seem to disappear and they feel as if they are part of the original event. This is
an experience that elevates listening like never before—one heard you may never go back to sound the
way it was.

ADVANCED MIDRANGE AND HIGH FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY WITH
THE KLIPPEL SYSTEM
Throughout this whitepaper you will read
references to and see graphs generated by
“Klippel.” The Klippel System is a collection
of loudspeaker measurement tools that
precisely analyze various large scale (large
movement) performance parameters. The
Klippel research and development system
creates an innovative environment, which
accelerates the development of electro‐
acoustical transducers (speakers) and audio
electronics. Klippel is a departure from older
measurement techniques in two fundamental
ways. First, it uses high amplitude (high volume) test signals as well as low amplitude ones, thereby more
closely replicating real world performance. Second Klippel uses a laser to “map” the surface of a cone or
enclosure to identify the root causes of distortion.
See http://www.klippel.de/klippel.html for more information.

A VASTLY SUPERIOR MIDRANGE TRANSDUCER
Midrange frequencies are where most audio information exists and is
fundamentally critical to all listening. The quality and accuracy of this
transducer is paramount to a loudspeaker performance and the true
audio satisfaction of the experience by all of us. Pounding bass and
crystal highs will not suffice if this spectrum is not defined as natural
and balanced.
Definitive engineering holds this as a key axiom and puts extra care
in this critical transducer. Instead of stamped steel baskets used by
many other audio companies, we use cast aluminum ones that are
more rigid, less prone to unwanted ringing and do not interfere with
the gauss (strength) of the voice coil which allows for greater micro
and macro dynamic response. This is why the subtle nuances of a Bach
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partita to the crescendo of a state-of-the-art action movie are always maintained when enjoyed through
Definitive speakers.
Definitive Technology midrange drivers feature precision injection molded butyl rubber surrounds instead
of lesser-than, cheaper foam surrounds. Butyl rubber provides more linear cone excursion and will last for
decades. Most importantly butyl rubber will offset cone resonances resulting in lower modal resonance
which allows for cleaner more natural and lifelike midrange – voices are full, perfectly intelligible and lifelike.

STATE OF THE ART, OPTIMIZED MOTOR STRUCTURES
The figure below is of the BL product of the 5.25” driver used in the BP9080x tower speaker. BL product is
the measurement of the motors flux density times
the length of the voice in the gap. Put more simply,
it is a measure of the motive force applied to the
loudspeaker cone. The key is not whether you have
more or less BL product, but whether it is applied
in a linear fashion as the cone moves from its most
backward excursion point to its most forward point
before it runs out of physical travel. (The center
vertical line represents the rest position of the voice
coil before any force has been applied. To the left of
that point is the coil moving backward (-) and to the
right, forward (+). The important thing to understand
is that the BL curve should in theory be a straight line. Ah, yes… that’s the rub. This technology is still
beyond our grasp. However, the need to use our best known such technology in a precise and demonstrable
fashion is our passion. We believe we have endeavored to do so as demonstrated in this graph.
The chart below compares the distortion of two 5.25” drivers, one Definitive and another from a wellrespected speaker brand, both tested with high power signals (40V). The Definitive driver is clearly better in
delivering high-output, low-distortion sound.
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BALANCED DUAL SURROUND SYSTEM™ (BDSS) DRIVER TECHNOLOGY
Definitive Technology was awarded U.S patent number
7684582 for our innovative Balanced Double Surround
System (BDSS) driver design. In a BDSS driver, the driver
cone is supported by precision tuned soft rubber surrounds
at both the inner and outer diver cone edges. This allows
for the cone to have a greater excursion with low greater
linearity (lower distortion).

As driver output is both a function of cone
diameter and excursion, the higher excursion
of the BDSS design brings both the midrange
output and dispersion from smaller drivers with
the dynamic range and bass potential from larger
ones. As you can see (Figure A), the output of a
BDSS 5.25” driver has the output and dynamic
range one would expect from a 6.5” driver or
larger. This engineering philosophy is applied
throughout the entire line.
Figure A
Further innovations to the BDSS design rest in the Linear Response Waveguide™ that is integral to the
foundation of this remarkable transducer. What does it do? Higher frequencies radiate from the driver cone
toward its center. If the short high frequency sound waves from the opposite side of the driver cone (Figure
B) meet, the same waves will interfere and incorrectly re-enforce them or cancel them out, creating unwanted
and uneven frequency response to either add or remove information from the recording. The linear response
waveguide prevents the shorter wavelengths from adding or canceling each other, resulting in flatter,
smoother high frequency response both on and off axis. (Figure C).

Figure B
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This innovation will provide greater high frequency output both on and off axis than traditional phase plugs
normally found in loudspeaker designs as shown in the graphs below. The unusual shape of the Definitive
Linear Response Waveguide acts as a more effective barrier than conventional phase plugs and breaks up
the resonance mode created by the funnel of the cone.

As a result, the Linear Response Waveguide (LRW) smooths the driver’s frequency response and improve
off-axis response and dispersion as illustrated in Figures D and E.

Figure D
on-axis frequency response BDSS driver without LRW (black) and with LRW (red)
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Figure E
30 degrees off-axis frequency response BDSS driver without LRW (black) and with LRW (red)

ANNEALED ALUMINUM TWEETER TECHNOLOGY
Definitive Technology set the bar for offering the best tweeter technology
in every product we make, regardless of size or shape. Tweeters by
definition need to be great in three ways: stiff, light and well-damped
in order to minimize their material characteristics that will effect high
frequency reproduction. The choice of aluminum by its nature covers the
first two requirements beautifully, but if not treated properly will not be as
well-damped as one would like. The process of properly annealing (heat
treating) our tweeters to achieve its desired shape also softens the material
providing the needed material damping. The tweeter dome is then
suspended by a silk surround and acoustically loaded by a precisely configured phase plug/lens, engineered
to assure perfectly controlled, absolutely linear movement. This results is velvety smooth extended response
(beyond 30 kHz), greatly reduced distortion, improved transient response, wider dispersion and notably
higher definition. Magnetic Ferro fluid damping is incorporated for higher power handling.

Definitive Technology 1in annealed aluminum tweeter
www.definitivetechnology.com
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INTEGRATED POWERED SUBWOOFER SYSTEMS
Besides eliminating the need for separate subwoofers that consume more
floor space in your home, integrated powered subwoofers in a full range
loudspeaker system offer dramatic performance improvements. First is the
obvious benefit of having multiple subwoofers in the room instead of just one
for simply more bass output. This also means that low frequency nulls and
nodes in any given room will be better addressed for a more balanced bass
response in any given room. Most importantly, however, is that subwoofers
are perfectly integrated with midrange and high frequency section of the
loudspeaker system. Rather than spending dozens of hours moving and
adjusting subwoofer crossover setting and level controls in the pursuit of
perfect blending to their main speakers, enthusiasts now have a complete
system that has been designed from the ground up to blend seamlessly by
Definitive engineers who have full control of the total system elements to
optimize both frequency response and phase relationships of the loudspeaker. With BP9000 powered
towers, the listener can spend time enjoying a superb music and movie experience instead of fiddling with
the loudspeaker system in the hope of getting the best performance through trial and error.

CLASS D PULSE-WIDTH MODULATED DSP AMPLIFIERS
The subwoofer sections of the BP9080x, BP9060, B9040, BP9020 towers and CS9080, CS9060 and CS9040
center channels, feature PWM (pulse width modulated) Class D amplifiers that are optimized for the power
demands of the real world of low distortion and high output. As well as delivering substantial continuous
power to cleanly reproduce sustained bass, the Definitive amps have a high crest factor to deliver
considerably higher power during short, transient peaks such as bass drum kicks and on-screen artillery
blasts. The Class D PWM amplifiers have low output impedance for a high damping factor. Damping factor
describes the ability of the amplifier to control movement of the driver near its resonant frequency, thereby
promoting “tight” precise bass instead of loose, “boomy” bass. Definitive BP Tower bass is always detailed,
tight and musical.

INTELLIGENT BASS CONTROL™
All of our Class D PWM amplifiers have an integrated 56-bit digital signal processor (DSP) — in essence
a mini-computer — that extends and shapes the bass response and provides a phase coherent crossover
to perfectly blend the subwoofer system with the midrange arrays for seamless high performance. One
issue that is self-evident is how you increase integrated subwoofer output and still maintain overall spectral
balance of the loudspeaker system. When other subwoofers are turned up, often the result of the whole
system makes the midrange sounds quite chesty and whole system a bloated overall. Definitive engineering
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was challenged solve this issue and has exceeded expectations in good order with the BP9000 series.
Utilizing state of the art DSP processing in the PWM amplifiers, and countless hours of measurements and
subjective listening, we have derived complex algorithms in the DSP that maintains the proper octave to
octave balance of the system as bass is increased on the subwoofer amplifier. The result is that no matter
how much bass is needed, the overall smooth spectral balance of the system is maintained (See Figure F).

Figure F
Normal Subwoofer level output vs Intelligent Bass Control™

CROSSOVER TOPOLOGY
The BP9000 series gave Definitive engineers another opportunity to revisit the system designs and
extract even higher performance from a time tested acoustic platform. Improved blending between the
MTM (Midrange/Tweeter/Midrange) array and active subwoofer has been achieved by adding second
order electric high pass crossovers to the first order sealed box system, and further optimizing crossover
frequencies once this was accomplished. In the subwoofer, low pass has been further optimized from a
second order to a third order crossover slope. Critical lower midrange definition, fullness and body is
improved and overall spectral balance of the entire loudspeaker system has been enhanced as a result.
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High performance air core inductors and Mylar capacitors are used throughout every design for improved
clarity, detail and dynamic range.

THE BASS RADIATOR ADVANTAGE
The subwoofer section of the BP9000 powered towers (with the exception of the BP9020) use sub bass
radiators to deliver deep, tight, clean bass response. Why?
In such a system, the active woofer (magnet and voice coil) is directly coupled to the amplifier and then to bass
radiators–all parts of the woofer, less the active (motor) portion, are then pressurized with the sealed enclosure.
As the active woofer moves, it couples through pressure to push and pull the bass radiators. Naturally these
bass radiators are critically tuned to move at only the lowest frequencies.
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As a result, such systems employed in the BP9000 series can respond as if they had up to 33% more surface
area at those frequencies than the active woofer driving them.

ENCLOSURE DESIGN
Size does matter when it comes to loudspeaker performance, but
the golden fleece is to have it with stunning looks that does not
invade your living space. A BP9080x is a substantial 5,028cubic
inches (for better bass response) but appears to be substantially
smaller due to the narrow and tapered front baffle. Most of its size
deals with its height, thus saving precious floor space. In fact, the
footprint of all BP9000 towers is just slightly over one square foot.

Three Enclosures in One
Having a built-in subwoofer is a great idea, but it has to be done
right to work well. If a subwoofer system is in the same box as the
midrange drivers, the back pressure waves from the sub will affect
the movement of the midrange drivers, causing inter-modulation
distortion. Each midrange and tweeter array has its own enclosure
to isolate it from the subwoofer system.

www.definitivetechnology.com
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In terms of total internal cabinet construction, there
are nine coupling sections employed consisting of
five internal braces along with four additional contact
points created by the two internal sealed enclosures.
The result is an extremely solid and inert structure
to mitigate cabinet resonances, which if unchecked,
will add unwanted coloration to audio reproduction.
It’s paying attention to little details like this that set
Definitive’s engineering and products apart from and
above the competition.

NARROW IS GOOD
The slim profile of the BP9000 and sock grille solves two critical diffraction issues,
Sound radiates outward in a wave, not in a direct straight line. So it bumps into things on its way to your ears.
Any discontinuity in the surface the sound wave travels across, such as a protruding grille frame or a hard 90°
cabinet edge, causes bumping (the technical term is diffraction). Diffracting sound waves smear sound and
create ghost images, much like white light diffracting through a prism splits into colors. The fewer things a
sound wave bumps into, the less diffraction, and less diffraction means purer sound.
In most loudspeakers there are two primary sources of diffraction — the
edges of the box and the inner edge of the grille frame. On the BP towers we
eliminated both of those sources of diffraction. First, there is no grille frame;
the grille cloth sock is stretched over the entire cabinet rather than over a
frame. Second, the narrow front baffle doesn’t end in a hard 90-degreeedge,
but in a chamfered bevel to minimize cabinet diffraction. The result is open,
boxless, and uncolored midrange that will seemingly put the performers right
into your room across a broad and deep soundstage.
Try this fun experiment. Talk to someone and then take your hands and put
them on either side of your mouth. Ask what the difference is in sound quality.
Have them do the same for you.

www.definitivetechnology.com
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CAST ALUMINUM BASE
The cast aluminum base designed and
engineered by Definitive Technology is
constructed to maximize stability, a critical
component in any speaker, especially for one
with integrated powered subwoofers. Through
improved floor coupling, imaging so critical
to high frequency enclosure stability and bass
definition is improved, resulting in a more
precise and powerful soundstage. Adjustable
stainless steel carpet spikes and wooden floor
guides are included that can be locked in
place once the speaker has been leveled.

DOLBY ATMOS AND DTSX INTEGRATION
Dolby Atmos is a revolutionary new audio technology
that transports you into extraordinary entertainment
experiences. Dolby Atmos is the first home theater system
that is based not on channels, but on audio objects. What
is an audio object? Any sound heard in a movie scene—a
child yelling, a helicopter taking off, a car horn blaring—is
an audio object. Filmmakers using Dolby Atmos can decide
exactly where those sounds should originate and precisely
where they move as the scene develops. To deliver the
full object-based soundtrack to home theaters, Dolby
developed new home authoring tools and new encoding
methods that allow all the audio objects created for the
cinema to be used in the home theater.

www.definitivetechnology.com
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Definitive Technology has created the A90 Elevation Module as a dedicated “height speaker.” The A90
elegantly couples to all the BP9000 Series towers with the exception of the flagship BP9080 which has the
module built in. The A90 fires the height channel upwards, which is then reflected off the ceiling and back
down to the listener.
The A90 is a 2-way design that employs a 4.5” BDSS driver and
a 1” annealed aluminum tweeter design used throughout the
BP9000 line. The slope of the speaker baffle aims the speaker
upward efficiently, bouncing sound off the ceiling which then
arrives at the listener from above. Sound arriving directly from
the speaker is reduced by controlling the driver’s dispersion
pattern and damping what sound remains using specially
selected foam on the baffle.

The Definitive Technology A90 uses an inventive coupling design
preserves the elegant look of the loudspeaker and eliminates the
need to have unsightly speaker wires dangling of the back of the
cabinet. Simply remove the aluminum top panel from the top of
the loudspeaker and firmly position the A90 module into place. The
connections are made automatically.

CENTER CHANNEL AND SURROUND SYSTEMS
Just about everything that can be said about the BP9000 series powered tower speakers can also be said
about the matching CS Series center channels and SR Series surround speakers. They have the exact same
midrange drivers and tweeters, the same robust construction and fanatical attention to detail that make the
BP9000 towers such marvels of engineering and performance.

Full Range Centers with Powered Subs
Two of the CS centers also feature built-in powered
subwoofers. Most audio experts agree that the ideal
surround speaker system would have five identical, truly
full-range speakers at every position. But most rooms and
setups can’t accommodate five identical large speakers. So,
we engineered the next best thing: truly full-range center
speakers that fit on a shelf.
www.definitivetechnology.com
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The CS9080 features a new 8” subwoofer driver powered by a 300-Watt digital amplifier. The active driver
is pressure-coupled to a new 10” mass loaded bass radiator for a total bass radiating area considerably
greater than a 12” round woofer. The CS9060 features an 8” subwoofer driver, vented via a wide crosssectional area bass port. A 150-Watt amplifier powers, tightly monitors and controls the woofer system
to prevent distortion and woofer damage at high-volume levels. The upward-firing woofer systems only
requires 1” (25mm) of clearance, so they work perfectly, whether mounted free-air or in cabinets. Both CS
powered models outperform any similarly sized and priced center speakers by a wide margin, so you can
fully realize the performance potential of the center channel program material as the movie director or
music artist intended it to be heard.

SR Bipolar Surrounds
Definitive’s SR9040 and SR9080 Series surrounds are true
bipolar designs containing two complete full-range speaker
systems, one on each side of the cabinet. Bipolar technology
is superior for surround speakers because it combines the
performance advantages of direct radiating (imaging, focus,
localization and specificity) and dipolar speakers (spacious, allenveloping ambience) into one ideal system which is perfect for
all multichannel formats. The SR9000 series models are full-range,
low-distortion systems which are timbre-matched to blend perfectly
with all Definitive BP series speakers as well as other high-quality
speaker systems. Their tremendous dynamic range as well as true
high-definition sound quality combined with bipolar radiation pattern
results in total immersion in the sound field.
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
Because the Centers, Atmos elevation modules and Surrounds share the same driver components with the
towers, getting perfect timbre-matched seamless surround sound is easy.
BEST PAIRINGS OF FRONT, CENTER AND SURROUND SPEAKERS
IN ATMOS 5.0.4 CONFIGURATION:

www.definitivetechnology.com
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HERE ARE THE BEST PAIRINGS OF FRONT, CENTER AND SURROUND SPEAKERS
IN ATMOS 5.0.2 CONFIGURATION:
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HERE ARE THE BEST PAIRINGS OF FRONT, CENTER AND SURROUND SPEAKERS
5.0 CONFIGURATION:

Definitive Technology is part of the Sound United family of consumer electronics brands. Audio/video specialty retailers
throughout the United States and over 40 countries around the world proudly sell Definitive Technology loudspeakers.
For more information and the location of your nearest Definitive retailer visit www.definitivetech.com, or call us at (800)
228‐7148 (USA and Canada). Outside of North America, call +1 (410) 363‐7148. For more information about Definitive
technology please visit http://www.definitivetech.com; for Sound United http://www.soundunited.com.
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